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Design Problem: 
 

How can we facilitate the process of 
gathering student and professor feedback 

to help teaching assistants improve as 
educators? 
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Project Description: 
The following are two personas developed for our project to help better understand the 
users of a tool that could help facilitate that process of giving instructor feedback. Notes 
of interviews with undergraduate and graduate TAs and students in STEM majors have 
been synthesized and presented below: 
 
TA interviews 
 
T1: Interviewed a PhD student in HCDE who had TA’d for 3 quarters. Does not TA out 
of necessity but she enjoys teaching and assisting students in coding as well as thinks 
considers teaching as a great opportunity to learn. 
 
T2: Interviewed a junior in CSE who had TA’d for two quarters. Does not TA out of 
necessity but just as a way to make extra money.  
 
T3. Interviewed a junior in CSE who had TA’d for eight quarters. Does not TA out of 
necessity but enjoys the extra cash as well as the experience of being an educator. 
Hopes to become a teacher later on. 
 
T4: Interviewed a 2nd year graduate student in Atmospheric Sciences who is a TA for 
an introductory ATM S class as part of her degree requirements. She is involved in 
research and has found that some of her research time has diminished due to her 
responsibilities as a TA. 
 
Student Interviews 
 
S1: Interviewed a senior in Informatics who has taken CSE 142 and 143. Took the class 
as prerequisites to his major and found that his TA used analogies to help explain 
concepts. Her teaching quality was inconsistent. 
 
S2: Interviewed a junior in HCDE who has taken CSE 142. Took this class as 
prerequisites to his major. She found this her TA was good at explaining some 
ambiguous concepts by drawing, but her TA was not so helpful when it came to the 
assignments. He wasn’t always available and questions answered through emails were 
unclear. 
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Goals of TAs: 
The goals of these users include: being a resource for students so that they are able to 
achieve a more in-depth understanding of the material. These goals are achieved 
through leading section, answering emails and holding office hours. However, among 
busy schedules and other commitments or responsibilities, they strive to find ways to 
manage their time efficiently. 
 
Goals of a Student: 
The goals of the student are primarily focused on learning the material, doing well in the 
course, and at times, getting to know the other students in the class.  
 
Motivations of TAs: 
The motivations for becoming an undergraduate or graduate TA can vary. One 
motivation includes getting hands on experience in a teaching role or leadership 
position. Other motivations include fulfilling a degree requirement as well as meeting 
teaching requirements for TA funding. 
 
Motivations of a student: 
Students are primarily motivated to do well in the class because they are eager to apply 
and get accepted into their competitive majors.  
 
Pains of TAs: 
Grading and leading section are the two primary pains expressed by all interviewed 
TAs. Grading is very time-consuming meanwhile leading section can be a source of 
stress and uncertainty in one’s abilities.  Preparing for section can also be a time 
consuming hassle. 
 
Pains of a student: 
TAs often do not have a clear method of understanding, despite using analogies and 
illustrations for students. As a result, it is very difficult to gain a better grasp on concepts 
through TA-led quiz sections. 
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This is Tom. 

 

 
 

A 25 year-old Computer Science major who wants to gain 
hands-on experience in teaching. 

 
 

 
 

Tom is a 20 year-old studying computer science at the University of Washington. His 
home town is Spokane, Washington where he comes from a family of educators. Since 
he was a kid, his parents stressed the need for learning and teaching. Through his own 
experience in school, he too discovered his love for education and wishes to eventually 
teach computer science to underprivileged students around the Seattle area. After taking 
CSE 142 and 143, Tom applied and was accepted into the computer science 
department. He had a fantastic experience learning from this TAs and wants to have a 
positive influence on new students. 
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Tom  ~ Provisional 
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(Final version of Tom’s persona) 
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Tom  ~ Sources and Assumptions 

Interviews have been labeled based on the initials of the interviewers. 
KZ (Kaitlyn Zhou), CI (Cedric Ith), AK (Allyson Kline), KC (Kristy Chen) 
 

Category Evidence from 
Interviews 

Sources Assumptions 
(Additional details) 

Characteristics Undergraduates in Stem  KZ, AK, 
KC, CI 

Junior in CSE 

 Comfortable in 
classrooms but not 
confident 

CI, KZ Who is generally a patient and 
soft-spoken 

Technology Uses emails KC, AK, 
KZ, CI 

Uses email to communicate with 
students and colleagues 

 Has tools to help grade 
and teach section 

KC, AK Internal scripts to grade homeworks 
from CSE 

 Knows of the course 
evaluation catalog 

KZ Has found very helpful feedback and 
suggestions from the course 
evaluation catalog 

Pain points Grading takes a long time 
 

KC, KZ Wishes to grade within two days of 
due date 

Desires Strengthen leadership 
skills 

CI Figure out if teaching is a potential 
career path 

 Hopes to be a resources 
to all students 

KZ Improve accessibility for students  

Goals Feel prepared to answer 
questions 

KC, CI Feel prepared to lead quiz section 
with detailed outline 
 

 
 

Explain course concepts 
more clearly 

KC, AK Think of possible student questions 
and be ready to answer them 

Scenario Feeling overwhelmed AK Trying to juggle between his work, 
being with friends and teaching 
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This is Sarah. 

 

 
 
 
 

An intended Informatics major who is eager to learn and 
understand coding concepts. 

 
 
 

 
 
Sarah is a sophomore at the University of Washington, originally from San 
Francisco, California. She was always good at math and science in high school, 
which ignited her passion for programming and desire to be a data scientist. She is 
one of the few female students in her quiz section and as a result she feels 
intimidated in the classroom at times. Sarah is normally pretty outgoing and likes to 
share her thoughts, but in this environment, she prefers to ask the TA questions 
outside of class via email.  
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Sarah  ~ Provisional 
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(Final version of Sarah’s persona) 
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Sarah  ~ Sources and Assumptions 

Interviews have been labeled based on the initials of the interviewers. 
KZ (Kaitlyn Zhou), CI (Cedric Ith), AK (Allyson Kline), KC (Kristy Chen) 
 

Category Evidence from 
Interviews 

Sources Assumptions 
(Additional details) 

Characteristics Undergraduates 
and graduates in 
stem 

KZ, AK, KC, CI Sophomore with an 
undeclared major 

 Personality among 
the interviews 
varied 

KZ Driven student, has 
high, enthusiastic 
student with an 
outgoing personality 

Technology Uses emails and 
message board to 
communicate 

AK, KZ, CI Student is sending 
TA emails when they 
need help for 
clarification. 

 Completes the 
course evaluations 

KZ Do not see the 
purpose of the 
course evaluations  

Pain points Students waiting a 
long time to have 
work graded 

KC, AK Hard to work on the 
next assignment 
without the feedback 
from the previous 
one 
 

Desires Taking the class as 
a prerequisite 

KZ, CI Interested in 
applying to the 
informatics major 

Goals Hard-working and 
placed this course 
as a priority 

AK, CI Wants to do well in 
this course and build 
connections with 
TAs to get 
recommendations 
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Scenario CSE 142 has been 
expressed to be an 
intimidating class 
 

KZ, KC Being one of the few 
girls in the class, not 
wanting to ask 
questions 

 
 
 

 


